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1 Summary
Decomposition of organic matter is a critical process in the ecosystem, which involves many
essential biotic and physical parts. Decomposition is therefore an important process both
above and below ground. The rate of decomposition is dependent on many environmental
factors for example: pH, moisture and supply of oxygen. The decomposition can therefore be
affected by large scaled environmental influences, such as acidification and climatic changes.
The root litter in the forest is in different ways affected by acidification, liming and
manuering. Because of the important role the root system has to the whole forest ecosystem, it
can be of importance to gain knowledge about how roots are affected by external
environmental influences.
In the forest ecosystem fertilising the soil has become a common practice in forest
management to optimise tree production. Experiments with nitrogen fertilisation have shown
that the volume growths of the tree and litter supply have increased after fertilisation. There
are also reports about the negative effects nitrogen fertilisation has on decomposition, which
results in a decreased decomposition of organic matter.
The aim of this study is to investigate how the decomposition of organic matter, in this case
roots, is affected by a large addition of ammonium sulphate. The study concentrates on to
statistically evaluate important aspects on how addition of ammonium sulphate affects the
decomposition of organic matter below ground in different soil layers and root diameters, and
investigate the possibilities that addition of ammonium sulphate could lead to a decreasing
potential of carbon mineralisation.

The study was conducted in Skogaby, which is located in southwest Sweden 26 km from
Halmstad and 16 km from the cost, in the community of Halland. In 1995 sampling of roots
were made in the experimental area from the humus and mineral layer. Roots used for this
study varied from less than 2mm up to 2-5mm. Decomposition of root litters were made with
litterbags, which were placed in the soil in the humus and mineral layer in the original place
of were the roots were collected. After a given time litterbags were collected through digging
and the mass loss of the roots were calculated from the initial weight and the present weight at
the sampling occasion. The incubation of the roots was conducted in June 1996 and finished
in August 2001. During this period root sampling was made at six times.
The results from this study showed that there appear significant differences in some of the
cases between the control and ammonium sulphate treatments. The conclusion that can be
drawn by this study is that the addition of ammonium sulphate, under certain conditions
depending on root diameter and soil layer, comes to affect the decomposition of root litter.
The addition of ammonium sulphate seems to have a positive effect on the decomposition in
the initial phase, for then come to decrease in the later phases and be similar to the control
areas. It can also be determined that decomposition does not seem to vary within treatments
with regards to root diameter and soil layer. Regarding the question about how carbon
mineralisation is affected by addition of ammonium sulphate, it is probable that the addition
would come to increase the mineralisation in the initial phases of the decomposition,
compared with the control plots.
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2 Introduction
The uptake of mineral nutrients, such as nitrogen, from the soil that participate in the
formation of plant biomass, is a major process in a forest ecosystem. Nutrients, which is up
taken, can be converted in the ecosystem rather quick or be permanently bound in the
biomass. Different populations in the ecosystem contribute in different ways to accumulation
of nutrients. When the season of growth is over leaves and needles falls to the ground and are
mineralised in the ecosystem by decomposers, such as fungi and microorganisms. Also below
ground there are active microorganisms that decompose organic material, it is in this case the
organic material of the roots that is intending to be decomposed. The decomposition results in
release of several elements into the soil.
The release of nutrients from litter decomposition is a fundamental process in the internal
biogeochemical cycle of an ecosystem. The decomposers recycle a large amount of the carbon
that was bound in the plant or tree to the atmosphere. The end products in decomposition of
organic material are carbon dioxide, water and nutrients. The decomposition process is a
gradual and rather slow process, which leads to that dissolved organic compounds and
hydrogen ions are emancipated. Decomposition can therefore in some cases cause
acidification. In total decomposition, with a complete recirculation, exists no biological
acidification (Skogsstyrelsen, 1997). The rate of the decomposition is dependent of many
environmental factors for example: pH, moisture and supply of oxygen (Warfvinge, 1997).
The decomposition can therefore be affected by large scaled environmental influences such as
acidification and climatic changes. In ecosystems that are warm and damp, the decomposition
of organic matter is rapid. In the Swedish climate the decomposition rate is rather slow with
continuous storage of organically surplus stock in the soil (Warfvinge, 1997).

Decomposition of organic matter is a critical process in the ecosystem, which involves many
essential biotic and physical parts. Decomposition is therefore an important process both
above and below ground. The difficulties of studying decomposition of naturally formed litter
were distinguished as early as 1965 when D.S. Jenkinson noted: ”There are formidable
difficulties in studying the decomposition of plant material and soil under natural or near
natural conditions”. The obstacles lies in the difficulties to create such a lifelike environment
as possible and then study how the different stages of decomposition are carried out. Most
studies of decomposition published, that deals with forest ecosystems, have been made above
ground and have examined leaf and needle litters (Swift et al., 1979). Some studies have also
been made when leaf and needles have been incubated in the soil. Relatively few studies have
been made on how the decomposition of root litters in the soil is carried out. The
decomposition of root litter below ground should be of interest for several reasons; firstly
dead roots consists of large part of the amount of the organic material in the ground,
according to Majdi and Kangas (1997) roots contribute to more organic material than needles,
secondly root biomass and turnover in some systems appear to be of high magnitudes
(Persson, 1981). One should also have in mind that the patterns for release or net uptake of
nutrients may be very different when the litter is decomposing in the soil instead of on it
(Berg 1984).

Today’s ecosystems are in large scale affected by anthropogenic factors in form of discharges
to water, soil and air, it is therefore of importance to study how the ecosystems are affected by
external influences. In the forest ecosystem fertilisation on the ground has become a common
practice in forest management to optimise the tree production (Nohrstedt et al., 1989). Many
experiments with nitrogen fertilisation have shown that the volume growths of the tree and
litter supply have increased after fertilization (Tamm, 1991; Hart and Stark, 1997; Aatnio and
Martikainen, 1995). There are also reports about the negative effects of nitrogen fertilisation
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on decomposition, which results in a decreased decomposition of organic matter (Söderström
et al., 1983; Martikainen et al., 1989; Nohrstedt et al., 1989; Berg and Ekbohm, 1991). In
1997 Berg and Matzner stated that the effects of nitrogen deposition on plant litter and
organic matter decomposition differ depending on the stage of decomposition. These effects
should lead to an increasing amount of the storage, in the forest ecosystem, of carbon.

The aim of this study was to investigate how the decomposition of organic matter, in this case
roots, was affected by large addition of ammonium sulphate, and in this connection
concentrate on to: (1) Statistically evaluate the effect ammonium sulphate have on the
decomposition rate of organic matter, in this case roots. (2) Identify important aspects on how
addition of ammonium sulphate affects the decomposition of organic matter below ground.
(3) Examine the possibilities of sizes of root diameter and where in the soil the roots are
located have impact on the decomposition rate. (4) Investigate the possibilities that addition of
ammonium sulphate could lead to a decreasing potential of carbon mineralisation.

Since this study is part of a project that have been going on since the 1980´s this study have
concentrated on to statistically examine if addition of ammonium sulphate leads to increasing
decomposition of organic material in comparison to control areas. The results from this study
are issued from the elaborative data collected at each sample occasion. Variables collected are
ash and water content, initial and present root masses and initial chemistry. From these
variables the decomposition is calculated.

2.1 Roots
Fine roots are defined as roots with a diameter less than 2 mm (Majdi, 1996). The most
widely used root size for studies of fine root production and mortality is less than 1 or 2 mm
in diameter (Vogt and Persson, 1991). These fine roots consist of mycorrhizial short roots that
are morphologically very distinct from the rest of the root system and include both the
mycorrhizial host and fungal mantle tissue. In the ecosystem fine roots have the assignment to
anchor the tree in the soil, to absorb and transport water to the plant or tree above ground and
to store nutrients. Fine roots constitute 80 % of the total length of the root system and
constitute more than 80% of the nutrient uptake surface (Majdi and Nylund, 2001). Fine roots
are relative equally distributed in the soil, in the humus and mineral layers. Variations can
depend on several external environmental factors (Majdi and Nylund, 2001). The fine root
systems play an important part in the storage of organic matter and nutrients in the biosphere.
The root litter production is an important contribution to the total amount of carbon in the soil
(Persson et al., 2001). Earlier studies showed that the yearly amount of carbon and nitrogen
cycled via the fine root decomposition maybe as much as or more than returned to the soil
from above ground litter fall, such as needle and branches (Arthur and Fahly, 1992; Cox et al.,
1978; Joslin and Henderson, 1987). The roots used in this study vary from 1-2 mm up to 2-5
mm in diameter.

The root litter in the forest are in different ways affected by acidification, liming and
manuering. It could be of importance to gain knowledge about how roots, but also how
different root diameters are affected by external environmental influence, because of the
important role the root system have to the whole forest ecosystem.
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2.2 Decomposition
A lucid description of the decomposition of organic material is earlier described in the
introduction. The external environmental factors that can come to affect the different stages of
the decomposition process can also be discussed. The quality of the substrate is one of the
determining factors for decomposition of organic matter (Randerson et al., 1996). Several
indices based on the chemical composition of litter and soil organic matter have been used as
measures of quality and predictors of decomposition. Various ratios of carbon, nitrogen lignin
and plyphenols are some examples of these (Gillon et al., 1999). Litter quality is also related
to the structural complexity of the constituents, in terms of size of molecules and the diversity
of chemical bounds; properties cannot be easily measured by standard chemical methods
(Gillon et al., 1999). In 1996 and 1998 Ågren and Bossatta described decomposition as a
continuous change in organic matter quality. They meant that at each stage of decomposition,
the litter of organic matter is characterised by a quality, to which the decomposition rate or
carbon dioxide evolution rate is associated (Gillon et al., 1999).

2.2.1 Organic matter
Soil organic matter (SOM) has been identified as the key component in fertility of soils.
Mathematical models have been developed to describe the organic matter turnover in soils
(Jenkinson, 1990; Parton et al., 1987; Van der Linden et al., 1987; Verberne et al., 1990). The
relative decomposition rates of soil organic matter depend on the initial soil organic matter
content and on time of decomposition (Wadman and Haan, 1996). The initial soil organic
matter content was found to determine the decomposition process (Wadman and Haan, 1996).
The proportion of stable (old) and less resistant (young) organic matter determines soil
organic matter turnover rates. In soils with higher organic matter contents the major part of
the soil organic matter is more stable, but the decomposition process continues for a longer
period (Wadman and Haan, 1996). It is also the vice versa, if the soil has a low content of
organic matter the major part of the soil organic matter are relative less resistant, which
results in that the decomposition process becomes more rapid.

2.3 Carbon
Discharges from fossil fuel are thought to be the reason for the increasing rate of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere, due to that these discharges corresponds to about only 10% of the
circulating flows of carbon in the biosphere (Berggren et al., 2001). It should therefore be
potential to counteract the anthropogenic discharges to modify the natural balance of carbon.
Active forestry can be a powerful measure to increase the carbon bounding (Binkley et al.,
1997). The condition for this is to make a correct estimate of the existing store and flows of
carbon (Wisniewski and Lugo, 1992; Apps et al., 1993). A powerful but perhaps temporary
measure to increase the bounding of carbon, in the ecosystem of the forest, is supplying with
nitrogen (Tamm, 1991).
In a forest ecosystem there are normally two large supply depots of carbon; the largest amount
of carbon can be found in the organic substance in the ground and in the biomass of the trunk
above ground. Roots and microorganisms have the ability to store a minor amount of carbon.
The assembled storage of carbon in the ecosystem of the forest can be said to function as the
counter balance to the atmospheric carbon dioxide. If the amount of carbon is increasing in
trees and soil it is generally depending on that plants have assimilated the uptake of carbon
dioxide and converted it to carbon in organic form. If the amount of carbon decreases in trees
and in soil it leads to a net loss of carbon to the atmosphere. The size of the organic carbon
supply depends on the balance between the net uptake of carbon dioxide in the plant and the
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net primary production, and the loss of carbon from the ecosystem in form of respiration and
harvest. The litter fall and the formation of root litter imply area distribution of carbon from
the biomass in the plant. The turnover time for carbon in the soil varies depending on where
in the soil it is located (Berggren et al., 2001). The ability soils have to bind and store carbon
is therefore a function that has a large impact on the future amount of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere (Berggren et al., 2001).

The effect of carbon dioxide from the soil emanates from root respiration, associated
mycorrhizial respiration, microbial decomposition of aboveground and root litter, and a minor
part from aboveground parts of the field and bottom layer (Widén and Majdi, 2001). To
estimate the soil respiration, root and mycorrhizial respiration must be excluded.
Soil carbon dioxide efflux is an important component of the carbon cycle in boreal forests and
is thought to represent 60-80% of ecosystem respiration (Raich and Schlesinger, 1992).
Several environmental factors control the rate of soil respiration, such factors can be, the
availability of nitrogen, soil temperature, soil moisture, pH, texture and the quantity and
quality of the substrate (Söderström et al., 1983; Raich and Schlesinger, 1992; De Laune et
al., 1981; Parton et al., 1987; Randerson et al., 1996).

Previous studies have shown that root respiration contributes to 30-90% of soil carbon dioxide
efflux (Ewel et al., 1987; Epron et al., 1999; Bowden et al., 1993).
Major factors that determine fine root respiration are temperature, tissue nitrogen
concentration and soil moisture (Cropper and Gholz, 1991; Zogg et al, 1996; Ryan et al.,
1996; Pregitzer et al., 1998; Burton et al., 1998). Autotrophic and heterothrophic respiration
responds differently to changes in the environmental conditions, it is therefore important to
gain knowledge about these components of soil respiration separately (Kirschbaum, 1995).
Precise estimates of the relative contributions of root and heterothrophic respiration in relation
to site characteristics are required for development of accurate carbon budgets for forest
ecosystems (Widén and Majdi, 2001).

2.4 Nitrogen
In most of Swedish forests access of nitrogen is the mineral nutrient that generally limits the
tree growth (Tamm, 1991). The plant society in the forest have been adjusted to a low
external supply of nitrogen. In contrast to other major nutrients that derive primarily from
weathering of minerals, nitrogen originates from the atmosphere and air-filled pore spaces in
the soil, where it exists in the form of N2. Large pools of nitrogen are also intimately tied to
organic material in the soil. The exchangeable pool of nitrogen is typically very small
compared to the total pool of nitrogen in forest ecosystems (Johnson, 1992). The reason to the
fixation of nitrogen is mainly of biological disposition. Nitrogen saturation is defined as the
availability of ammonium and nitrate in excess of plant and microbial utilisation (Aber et al.,
1989).
An increased input of nitrogen in the form of fertilisation and atmospheric deposition to the
ecosystem may lead to increasing pools of inorganic nitrogen in forest soils. This effect
depends on the initial nitrogen status of the site (Andrist, 2001).
With forest fertilisation the ion exchange effect becomes evident during the time after the
dispersion, because of the large amount of ammonium nitrogen that is supplied under a short
time interval. The concentration of hydrogen ions in the humus layer decreases and a result of
this is that pH decreases. When roots and microorganisms once again can distribute the
ammonium ions, the pH level returns to levels before the fertilisation (Skogsstyrelsen, 1997).
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2.4.1 Nitrogen fertilization
Nitrogen fertilisation and atmospheric nitrogen deposition have received increased attention
in the debate on climate change but also in the in the discussion about the carbon
sequestration potential of soils. The debate about nitrogen considers that nitrogen both has
positive and negative environmental effects on the forest ecosystem, as mentioned earlier.
Nitrogen fertilisation is a suitable measure to increase forest yield in most ecosystems, since
tree growth often is limited by nitrogen availability (Tamm and Popovic, 1974). Since plant
and microbes in many ecosystems have evolved under nitrogen limited conditions (Vitousek
and Howarth, 1991), it is likely that forest management practise and atmospheric pollution
that increases the nitrogen input may alter ecosystem processes like primary production,
decomposition (Carreiro et al., 2000) and nitrogen mineralisation (Andrist, 2001). Supplies of
nitrogen from the atmosphere or through forest liming occur in equal amounts of ammonium
ions and nitrate ions (Berggren et al., 2001). Lack of accessibility of plant nitrogen makes the
ammonium and nitrate ions attractive for biological consumption, irrespective of the ions are
supplied from the precipitation or as forest liming. The direct effect ammonium ion addition is
a cation exchange in the humus layer in the soil. This leads to that hydrogen ions and metal
cations are forced away from the humus layers. These cations are together with the supplied
nitrogen available for transport to deeper soil layer when the next precipitation strikes the
ground.
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3 Materials and methods

3.1 Site description
The Skogaby project started after alarming reports about forest death and large injuries on
forests in Germany, France, Netherlands, Poland and former Czechoslovakia during the late
decade of 1970 and the early decade of 1980. The damage on Central Europe’s forest was
caused by air pollution, such like sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and ozone. Swedish
scientists became concerned that these injuries also could come to affect Swedish forests and
expressed a need to increase the understanding of the fundamental processes that regulates the
function of an ecosystem with an increased supply of nitrogen and sulphur. The study area
was chosen because the acidification problem here was the most alarming in the country. The
measures at the control plots in the Skogaby project illustrates the acidification situation that
very likely prevail in the most acidification affected parts of Sweden, which are located in the
communities of Skåne, Blekinge and Halland. The purpose with the location of the study area
was that one wanted to study an area with a relative high pressure of air pollution, because in
this kind of area the forest and soil would have an inferior resistance against air pollution and
that the treatments would have an easy ability to penetrate.

Skogaby has a represented history. Until 1900 it was a heath, and thereafter a pine forest was
planted. In the 1920´s Norwegian spruce was planted. The forest had a convenient number of
trees, so all the treatments in the project could be executed. The stoniness in the soil was
proportionately low, which facilitates sampling of soil and root studies. The Norway spruce
trees were chosen to be part of the study because it is the most common tree in Sweden. The
Norway spruce ecosystems have a larger dry deposition than the ecosystem of pine forest
(Bergholm et al., 2001). In time of the beginning of the study the knowledge of the spruce
ecosystem in southern Sweden was limited, this was also an occasion to include Norway
spruce in the study.

The study area, Skogaby, is located in southwest Sweden 26 km from Halmstad and 16 km
from the coast, in the community of Halland (56 33´N 13 13´E). Skogaby is located 95-115m
above sea level. An open flat land with an intensive agriculture dominates the area between
the coast and the forest. The study area is located about one kilometre into the forestland in an
area with very high precipitation in a maritime climate. The bedrock in Skogaby consists of
gneiss, a base poor mineral that is a hard weathered. The earth layer consists of a haplic
podsol according to the FAO UNESCO system, 1990. The soil was from the beginning
relatively acidic with a low pH and a low grade of base saturation. The bedrock in the area
was before the experimental study started covered up with a 2 m thick moraine layer.
For a more detailed description of the Skogaby project see Bergholm et al., 2001.

3.2 Experimental design
The study was developed as a randomised experimental design with four blocks and six
treatments. In the present study three blocks were included. The treatments in the present
study are a control area, C, and one area with addition of ammonium sulphate, NS. The
supply of ammonium sulphate took place yearly, from 1988 and onwards; 100 kg nitrogen
and 114 kg sulphur was added during May to July each year.
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In 1988 the experimental phase of the study was initiated. Supplying the soil with fertilisers,
contributed with high amounts of ammonium sulphate, had the aim to study how the soil and
the trees react on repeated addition of nitrogen and sulphur, and when during the treatment the
objects react on the addition.
The decomposition was determined with meshbags, also called litterbags. The litterbags are
made of terylene net with a mesh size about 1 mm. The materials in the litterbags is
impenetrable for the roots and thanks to the small mesh size only decomposers, such as
microorganisms and fungi, can reach the roots and decompose them.

3.3 Root sampling
In November 1995, 400 soil samples were collected. Live roots were dug up from the humus
layer (LFH) and the mineral layer (M) in the area. The roots were cleaned of ingrown material
and humus particles. The root fragments were separated carefully by hand and assorted after
size, two different root sizes were used, roots with a diameter less than 2mm and root with a
diameter of 2-5 mm. After the roots were sorted they were dried at room temperature for 3-4
weeks. The moisture was kept between 5-8% percent. After drying, the roots where weighed.
Approximately 1g of the roots were weighted and then placed in mesh bags. Subsamples were
taken to determine ash and water content, and for chemical analysis.
The incubation of the roots was conducted in June 1996. The litterbags were incubated in the
humus and mineral layers, in the roots original place. The horizon litterbag method was used.
With this method the bags are inserted at selected depths by digging. About 70-80 litterbags
were placed in each plot. After one year, in June 1997, approximately 133 litterbags were
collected from the study area. The second collection of litterbags was made in October of
1997. This process was repeated two times a year, one time in the summer and one time in the
autumn, during 1997 and 1998. In 1999 and 2001 litterbags were only collected at one time,
in July 1999 and in August 2001. Approximately 133 litterbags were collected at each
sampling occasion. In 2000 no sampling of litterbags were made. After collection, the
litterbags were transported directly to the laboratory and cleaned of ingrown material and
humus particles.

3.4 Laboratory work
All treated plots litterbags, litter sample preparation and handling procedures were
standardised and conducted in a laboratory at the Swedish University of Agricultural Science
in Uppsala. In the laboratory the water content, the ash content and chemical analyses were
determined (c.f. Berg, 1984).

In November 1995 when the roots were collected chemical analysis of micro- and macro
elements were made on subsamples of the initial material. The elements studied were the
amount of; carbon C, nitrogen N, phosphorus P, potassium K, calcium Ca, magnesium Mg,
manganese Mn, sulphur S, sodium Na, iron Fe, aluminium Al, zinc Zn, boron B and copper
Cu. Carbon was determined according to method described by Nömmik (1971). Nitrogen was
determined by the Kjeldahl procedure (Nihlgård, 1972). The ICP-technique was used for
analyses of all mineral elements in the soil water except for sulphur, which was measured by
the ion chromatographic method (IC).
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3.5 Calculations
The dry mass was calculated as the initial mass corrected for the water content. The amount of
organic material was calculated as the dry mass corrected for the ash content. The mass loss
was calculated as the difference between the amount of organic material, calculated from the
dry mass, and the amount of organic material calculated from the mass of identifiable
substrate recovered at each sampling.

The substrate used in this study was Norway spruce roots that have been dug up live, killed
and then incubated again into the soil. This substrate of roots may be regarded as artificial. It
appeared from samples obtained of naturally formed root litter that it was extremely
heterogeneous, representing many different stages of decomposition. To facilitate the
calculations and to get an approximate estimate of how the decomposition process continue,
means for each occasion and group were calculated. All tables, figures and calculations are
based on the calculated means from the data material, except from the boxplot figures where
all observations are represented.

3.6 Statistical analysis
This study concentrates on to statistically determine the effect addition of ammonium sulphate
have on the decomposition of organic material in the soil. Different statistical tests were
therefore conducted. A posterior comparison of decomposition rates between treatments,
times, depth and root diameter and sites was made with the General Linear Model procedure
(GLM). The GLM procedure is a two-way analysis of variance. When running the GLM the
treatment and time was the main factors. The estimations of whether there was a difference
between: treatments, layers, root diameters, comparisons between the means were made.
Statistical analyses were carried out using the program SAS. In the GLM procedure the blocks
were not taken in to consideration, when the amount of the addition of ammonium sulphate
were the same in every block. To get an interpretation if there were any differences between
the two treatments, in the same soil layer and same root diameter, but not take the period of
time into account, a statistical test of Mann-Whitney was executed. This is a non-parametric
test that investigates if there is any difference between the medians in the two groups. This
test does not demand normal distribution or equal variance (Hesel and Hersch, 1993). For
making the Mann-Whitney-test and the boxplots in the study the SPSS 9.0-program was used.
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4 Results

4.1 Initial chemistry
In 1995 when the root sampling was made, subsamples of the roots were used to determine
the initial concentrations of macro- and microelements. All results carried out from the initial
chemistry can be found in table 4.1.1. The following result was reached: The initial
concentration of C in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 432-522 mg g-1. The
initial concentrations of C are slightly higher in the humus layer than in the mineral layer.
Whether the initial concentration of C is higher or lower in some of the root diameters are
difficult to estimate while the amounts are quite similar. Comparison between the C and NS
treatments shows that there is a slightly higher C ratio in the C plots than in the NS treatment.
The initial concentration of N in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 5,56-15,75
mg g-1. The initial concentration of N between the different soil layers shows a higher
concentration in the humus layer and the concentrations of N can also be seen as higher in
root diameter <2mm. The initial concentration of P in the roots at the sample occasion varied
between 0,42-0,74 mg g-1. The concentrations were higher in the NS treatment and in root
diameter <2mm, but no difference could be determined between the soil layers. The initial
concentration of K in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 0,4-0,76 mg g-1. In the
initial concentration of K it seems like the C plots and root diameter <2mm have a higher
concentration, it is rather difficult to estimate if there are any difference between the soil
layers. The initial concentration of Ca in the roots at the sample occasion varied between
2,03-5,2 mg g-1. It seems to be no difference in the Ca concentration between the treatments,
but the concentrations are higher in the mineral layer and in root diameter <2mm. The initial
concentration of Mg in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 0,42-0,77 mg g-1. The
concentrations of Mg seems to be slightly higher in the C plots and in root diameter <2mm,
but it seems not to be a difference between the soil layers. The initial concentration of Mn in
the roots at the sample occasion varied between 0,08-0,33 mg g-1. It does not tend to be a
difference between the treatments in the Mn concentrations, but the concentration is slightly
higher in the humus layer and in root diameter 2-5mm. The initial concentration of S in the
roots at the sample occasion varied between 0,68-1,58 mg g-1. The concentration seems to be
higher in the NS treatment, in the mineral layer and in root diameter <2mm. The initial
concentration of Na in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 1,32-7,61 mg g-1. In
most cases is the Na concentration higher in the NS treatment and in the mineral layer, but
whether there is a difference between the root diameters is difficult to estimate. The initial
concentration of Fe in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 0,44-6,35 mg g-1. The
Fe concentration is higher in the mineral layer and in root diameter 2-5mm, whether there is a
difference between the treatments is difficult to estimate. The initial concentration of Al in the
roots at the sample occasion varied between 0,42-10,7 mg g-1. Also within the Al
concentration it is difficult to estimate if there are a difference between the treatments. The
concentration tends to be higher in the mineral soil layer and in most cases also in root
diameter of 2-5mm. The initial concentration of Zn in the roots at the sample occasion varied
between 32,43-102,3 ? g g-1. For the Zn concentration there seems to be a higher
concentration in the C plots. The humus layer seems to have a larger Zn concentration for root
diameter of <2mm, but root diameter 2-5mm has the highest concentration in the mineral
layer. The initial concentration of B in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 7,77-
21,9 ?g g-1. The B concentration seems to be slightly higher in the NS treatment and in the
mineral layer, in some cases have root diameter <2mm a higher concentration. The initial
concentration of Cu in the roots at the sample occasion varied between 9,83-49,1 ? g g-1. For
the Cu concentration it is difficult to estimate if there are a difference between the treatments,
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but it can be seen that the concentration is higher in the mineral layer and root diameter
<2mm.

Table 4.1.1: Means of the initial concentrations, of micronutrients and macronutrients of roots (<2mm and 2-
5mm in diameter), in the different sample occasions between the control (C) and ammonium sulphate (NS)
treatments in the humus (LFH) and mineral (M) soil layers in November 1995. The concentrations are
shown in (mg g -1), except from Zn, B and Cu, which are shown in (?g g -1).

Diameter class
                  <2mm                                               2-5mm

C NS C NS
Elements LFH M LFH M LFH M LFH M
C 522 432 509 437 516 478 510 448
N 12.8 8.24 15.75 11.59 7.1 5.56 10.49 6.7
P 0.68 0.66 0.74 0.70 0.42 0.52 0.47 0.6
K 0.76 0.45 0.48 0.70 0.48 0.40 0.41 0.41
Ca 3.56 5.2 3.66 4.13 2.67 3.5 2.03 3.05
Mg 0.77 0.75 0.68 0.62 0.51 0.72 0.42 0.65
Mn 0.24 0.08 0.15 0.08 0.33 0.18 0.27 0.13
S 1.15 1.03 1.40 1.58 0.68 0.99 0.90 1.15
Na 4.60 4.30 5.02 7.37 2.00 6.48 1.32 7.61
Fe 0.72 5.73 1.42 5.37 0.44 3.81 0.49 6.35
Al 0.98 10.7 1.81 6.51 0.62 7.96 0.42 8.72
Zn 58.1 47.6 42.76 32.43 57.8 102.3 47.87 72.9
B 7.77 18.65 10.63 19.66 6.77 15.7 7.17 21.9
Cu 15.4 49.1 21.8 43.23 9.47 40.15 9.83 18.55

Calculations of the ash and water gave the following results:
The water content of living roots differed between 7.6-15.3 percent. The ash content of living
roots differed between 0.8-14.7 percent in the both layers. The ash content of living roots
differed between 0.8-4.9 percent in the humus layer and 1.0-14.7 percent in the mineral layer.

4.2 Comparison between treatments
To in a simple way visualise if there are any differences between the treatments box plots and
graphs are made. The boxplot figures show the distribution of the data material when all
observations are represented. They can be a help to visualise how the treatments differ
between the medians, divided into the same root diameter and soil layer, but they do not take
into consideration the time between the different sample occasions. The boxplots are shown in
figure 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
Figure 4.2.1 shows the mass loss of roots between the C and NS treatments in the humus soil
layer. Figure 4.2.1a represent roots with a diameter of less than 2mm and figure 4.2.1b
represents roots with a diameter between 2-5mm. The median for the percentage mas loss in
root diameter <2mm in the C plot is approximately 30 percent, the median for the NS
treatment in the same group lies a little higher at approximately 35 percent, the difference
between the treatments seem to be rather small in this case, (Figure 4.1.1a ). There is also a
diference between observations between the treatments, the C plot has 178 observations and
the NS tretament has 90 observations. In figure 4.2.1b the median for the percentual mass loss
in the C plot is approximately 25 percent, the median for the NS treatment lies higher at
approximately 38 percent. The difference of the medians of mass loss, between the C and NS
treatments, in the humus layer are in this case larger within rootdiameter 2-5mm than the
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difference of mass loss in root diameter <2mm. Also here there is a diferene between
obseravtions, 180 in the C plot and 126 in the NS treatment.

Figure 4.2.1a. Figure 4.2.1b.
Figure 4.2.1: Overview of the percentage mass loss of roots (<2mm and 2-5mm in diameter) between the control

(C) and ammonium sulphate (NS) treatments in the humus layer. Figure 4.2.1a corresponds to root
diameter less than 2mm (<2mm). Figure 4.2.1b corresponds to root diameter 2-5mm.

Figure 4.2.2 shows the mass loss of roots, between the C and NS treatment, in the mineral soil
layer. Figure 4.2.2a represent root with a diameter of less than 2mm and figure 4.2.2b
represents roots with a diameter of 2-5mm. The median for the percentage mass loss, in root
diameter <2mm, in the C plot are approximately 38 percent and the median for the NS
treatment are quite higher approximately 45 percent. In this case it is rather obvious that there
is a difference between the treatments, (Figure 4.2.2a). There is also a diference between
observations between the treatments, the C plot has 75 observations an the NS treatment has
62 observations. In figure 4.2.2b the median for the percentage mass loss in the C plot is
approximately 25 percent and the median for the NS treatment, lies higher, at approximately
45 percent. The difference between the medians in the different root diameter, in the mineral
layer, shows that there is a larger difference between the mass losses in root diameter 2-5mm
than the mass loss between the treatments in root diameter <2mm. Also here there is a
diferene between obseravtions, 54 in the C plot and 63 in the NS treatment.

Figure 4.2.2a.  Figure 4.2.2b.
Figure 4.2.2: Overview of the percentage mass loss of roots (<2mm and 2-5mm in diameter) between the control

(C) and ammonium sulphate (NS) treatments in the mineral layer. Figure 4.2.2a corresponds to root
diameter less than 2mm (<2mm). Figure 4.2.2b corresponds to root diameter 2-5mm.
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The highest medians of mass loss are found in the mineral layer, (Figure 4.2.1 and 4.2.2).
The ability to visually study if there are a difference between the treatments, C and NS, is
quite difficult to estimate. The differences between the two groups are therefore statistically
calculated to get a p-value, which indicate if there exists a significant difference between the
two groups. In this case the Mann-Whitney test is made to estimate the difference between the
groups from the box plots, (Figure 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). The p-values from the Mann-Whitney test
are shown in table 4.2.1. The calculations from the statistical test shows that there is a
significant difference between the treatments in all cases.

Table 4.2.1: p-values from the Mann-Whitney test for the comparison between the control (C) and ammonium
sulphate (NS) treatments in the different soil layer: humus (LFH) and mineral (M) and in root diameter:
less than 2mm (<2mm) and 2-5mm.

Treatment Layer Root diameter p-value
C - NS LFH <2mm 0.02
C - NS LFH 2-5mm 0.00
C - NS M <2mm 0.01
C -NS M 2-5mm 0.00

4.3 Decomposition variations over time
Figures and statistical calculations from the results above do not take time into consideration.
The samplings of roots were made on different occasions between 1996-2001, which comes
to affect the results from one sample occasion to another. It can therefore be of importance to
take time into consideration in figures and calculations to get a fair result of the study.

Table 4.3.1 shows the means over the percentage mass loss in the different sample occasions.
During the first year of incubation in the first sample occasion, in June 1997, the
decomposition of the organic matter varied between 9,9-22,4 percent. The lowest
decomposition can be found in the humus layer for the C plot in root diameter of less then 2
mm and the highest decomposition can be found in the mineral layer for the NS treatment also
in root diameter of less then 2 mm. At the same year but in the second sample occasion, in
October 1997, the decomposition of the organic matter varied between 13,7-36,0 percent. The
lowest decomposition rate is here found in the C plot but the rate is quite similar between the
root diameters. The highest decomposition rate is in this case also found in the mineral layer
for the NS treatment root diameter of less then 2 mm. In the second year of incubation at the
third sample occasion, in June 1998, the decomposition of the organic matter varied between
16,4-47,1 percent. The lowest decomposition can be found in the humus layer for the C plot in
root diameter of 2-5 mm and the highest decomposition can in his case also be found in the
mineral layer for the NS treatment root diameter of less then 2 mm. At same year but in the
later sample occasion, in October 1998, the decomposition of the organic matter varied
between 32,1-58,2 percent. The lowest decomposition can be found in the humus layer for the
C plot in root diameter of less then 2 mm and the highest decomposition can be found in the
same root diameter of less then 2 mm in the mineral layer for the NS treatment. In the third
year of incubation at the fifth sample occasion, in July 1999, the decomposition of the organic
matter varied between 42,0-57,6 percent. The lowest decomposition can be found in the
humus layer for the C plot in root diameter of 2-5 mm and the highest decomposition can in
his case also be found in the mineral layer for the NS treatment root diameter of less then 2
mm. After five years of incubation at the sixth sample occasion, in August 2001, the
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decomposition of the organic matter varied between 42,5-58,0 percent. In this case is the
lowest decomposition rate found in the NS treatment in the humus layer for root diameter of
less than 2 mm and in this case is also the highest decomposition rate found in the NS
treatment in the same root diameter but in this case in the mineral layer. From the table below
it can be seen that in most of the occasions the NS treatment has a higher percentage mass
loss than the sampling made in the control areas.

Table 4.3.1: Means over the percentage mass loss in the different sample occasions in the control (C) and
ammonium sulphate treatment (NS) for the different soil layers: humus (LFH) and mineral (M), and root
diameter: less than 2mm (2mm) and 2-5mm.

Date Layer LFH M
C NS C NS

19970620 <2mm 9.9 16.5 12.3 22.4
2-5mm 10.3 19.9 14.0 18.9

19971007 <2mm 13.7 20.6 19.7 36.0
2-5mm 13.8 24.5 17.6 28.1

19980625 <2mm 17.6 32.3 26.8 47.1
2-5mm 16.4 29.4 23.4 31.3

19981021 <2mm 32.1 40.9 47.8 58.2
2-5mm 37.3 49.2 39.5 53.0

19990707 <2mm 46.7 49.4 50.6 57.6
2-5mm 42.0 53.1 45.0 55.1

20010809 <2mm 48.5 42.5 51.0 58.0
2-5mm 44.0 50.6 51.0 54.0

Graphs are made to a simple way visualise if there are any differences between the treatments,
when time is taken into consideration. These graphs are based on the calculated means in the
data material (Table 4.3.1). The decomposition of organic material, between the C and NS
treatments within the different soil layers and root diameters are shown in figure 4.3.1 and
4.3.2. Figure 4.3.1 shows the mass loss of roots between the C and NS treatments in the
humus layer. Figure 4.3.1a represents root with a diameter of less than 2mm and figure 4.3.2b
represents root with a diameter of 2-5mm. Figure 4.3.1a shows that the mass loss rates in the
NS treatment are higher than in the C plot. Figure 4.3.1b shows that the treatments follow
equal mass loss patterns. The decomposition rate are rather slow in the first sample occasions,
but between June and October 1998 the decomposition rate increases, to decrease again with a
rather slow decomposition rate in the next sample occasions in July 1999 and August 2001.
Due to the same mass loss patterns the NS treatment have higher mass loss levels than the C
plot during the whole time. In comparison between figure 4.3.1a and 4.3.1b, it can be
distinguished that the decomposition rate in root diameter <2mm and root diameter 2-5 mm
are rather similar for the NS treatment, because the maximal percentage mass loss are at the
same levels the difference are only a few percent, (Table 4.3.1). The difference between the C
plots is larger. Root diameter of <2mm have a higher percentage mass loss level than root
diameter of 2-5mm, (Table 4.3.1 and Figure 4.3.1).
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Figure 4.3.1a. Figure 4.3.1b.
Figure 4.3.1: Mass loss of roots (<2mm and 2-5mm in diameter) in treated plots in the humus layer, control (C)

and ammonium sulphate treatment (NS). Figure 4.3.1a corresponds to root diameter of less than 2mm
(<2mm). Figure 4.3.1b corresponds to root diameter 2-5mm.

Figure 4.3.2 shows the mass loss of roots between the C and NS treatments in the mineral
layer. Figure 4.3.2a represents roots with a diameter of less than 2mm and figure 4.3.2b
represents root with a diameter of 2-5mm. Figure 4.3.2a shows that the mass loss rates in the
NS treatment are higher than in the C plot. Figure 4.3.2b shows that also this combination
follows a similar pattern between decomposition of C and NS treatment. The decomposition
rates are rather slow in the first sample occasions, but between June and October 1998
increase the decomposition rate, to decrease again with a rather slow decomposition rate in
the next sample occasions in July 1999 and August 2001. Due to the same mass loss patterns
the NS treatment have higher mass loss levels than the C plots during the whole time. In
comparison between figure 4.3.3, it can be distinguished that the decomposition rate in root
diameter <2mm and root diameter 2-5 mm are rather similar for the NS treatment, because the
maximal percentage mass loss are at the same levels, the difference are only a few percent,
(Table 4.3.1 and figure 4.3.3). This also holds true for the C plots, if only the maximal mass
loss percentage are studied. The mass loss of root diameter of <2mm have a higher
decomposition rate because it reaches the maximal percentage mass loss quicker than root
diameter 2-5mm.

Figure 4.3.2a. Figure 4.3.2b.
Figure 4.3.2: Mass loss of roots (<2mm and 2-5mm in diameter) in treated plots in the mineral layer, control (C)

and ammonium sulphate treatment (NS). Figure 4.3.2a corresponds to root diameter of less than 2mm
(<2mm). Figure 4.3.2b corresponds to root diameter 2-5mm.
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In all cases of the decomposition the NS treatment have a higher decomposition rate.

It is also of interest to study the mass loss of root litter in the same root diameter, but in the
different soil layers. In this case figure 4.3.1a and 4.3.2a respective 4.3.1b and 4.3.1b are
compared. The comparison between figure 4.3.1a and 4.3.2a shows that the mass loss pattern
follows a rather similar distribution, but there seems to be a higher percentage mass loss in the
mineral layer. Comparison between figure 4.3.1b and 4.3.2b gives a similar result, the
percentage mass loss pattern follows a rather similar distribution, but there seems to be a
higher percentage mass loss in the mineral layer. From the figures made it can be
distinguished that the decomposition rate of the root litters occurred quicker the first sample
occasions, until October 1998, after this the decomposition rate is decreasing (Figure 4.3.1
and 4.3.2).

As earlier mentioned it is quite difficult to give a right estimation, of whether there are
differences between the treatments only with help from figures, such as box plots and graphs,
statistical calculations are therefore to prefer. In this case when the difference between the
treatments is ought to be estimated and when time is taken into account the GLM procedure is
used to calculate the p-values.

At first an investigation of how the decomposition of root litter differs over time at the
different sample occasions are made, in the same treatment, layer and root diameter, (Table
4.3.2). When studying the p-values it can be determined that 12 of 40 possibilities have a
significant difference between the means. This significant differences appears between; 9706-
9710 in the NS treatment in the mineral layer root diameter <2mm, 9710-9806 in the NS
treatment in the humus layer root diameter <2mm, 9806- 9810 in the C and NS treatments in
the humus layer and mineral layer and in both root diameters <2 and 2-5mm, 9810-9907 in
the C plot in the humus layer root diameter 2-5mm and at the same occasion the NS treatment
in the humus layer root diameter <2mm.

Table 4.3.2: Significant p-values of how the means of the decomposition differs between the different sample
occasions in the control (C) and ammonium sulphate treatment (NS) for the different soil layers: humus
(LFH) and mineral layer (M), and root diameter: less than 2mm (<2mm) and 2-5mm.

Date Treat Layer Root diameter p-value
9806 - 9810 C LFH <2mm 0.00
9806 - 9810 C LFH 2-5mm 0.00
9810 - 9907 C LFH 2-5mm 0.00
9806 - 9810 C M <2mm 0.00
9806 - 9810 C M 2-5mm 0.00
9710 - 9806 NS LFH <2mm 0.03
9806 - 9810 NS LFH <2mm 0.00
9810 - 9907 NS LFH <2mm 0.02
9806 - 9810 NS LFH 2-5mm 0.00
9706 - 9710 NS M <2 mm 0.01
9806 - 9810 NS M <2mm 0.00
9806 - 9810 NS M 2-5mm 0.00

It is also of interest to study if there are any significant differences between the C and NS
treatments. The GLM procedure showed in this case that in 10 of 24 possibilities there are a
significant difference between the means between the treatments, (Table 4.3.3). This
significant differences appears; in 199706 in the mineral layer root diameter <2mm, in
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199710 in the humus layer root diameter 2-5mm and at the same date in the mineral layer for
both root diameters, in 199806 for the booth root diameters in the humus layer, in 199810 for
the booth root diameters in the humus layer and also in the mineral layer root diameter 2-
5mm, in 199907 in the humus layer root diameter 2-5mm.

Table 4.3.3: Significant p-values in the different sample occasions in the control (C) and ammonium sulphate
treatment (NS) for the different soil layers: humus (LFH) and mineral (M), and root diameter: less than
2mm (<2mm) and 2-5mm.

Date Treat Layer Rootdia p-value
9706 C - NS M <2mm 0,00
9710 C - NS FH 2-5mm 0.05
9710 C - NS M <2mm 0.00
9710 C - NS M 2-5mm 0.01
9806 C - NS FH <2mm 0.01
9806 C - NS FH 2-5mm 0,00
9810 C - NS FH <2mm 0.02
9810 C - NS FH 2-5mm 0.03
9810 C - NS M 2-5mm 0.02
9907 C - NS FH 2-5mm 0.04

4.4 Comparisons of root diameter
The difference of mass loss between the root diameters are visualised in the graphs, (Figure
4.3.1 and 4.3.2), but it is also of interest to make calcualtions of weather there are any
significant differences between the root diameters within the same soil layers. In this case the
GLM procedure showed that in 2 of 24 possibilities have a significant difference between the
means off root diameter <2mm and 2-5mm, see table 4.4.1. This significant differences
appears in 199810 for the C and NS treatments in the humus layer.

Table 4.4.1: Significant p-values between root diameters of less than 2mm (<2mm) and 2-5mm in the different
sample occasions in the control (C) and ammonium sulphate treatment (NS) for the different soil layers:
humus (LFH) and mineral layer (M).

Date Treat Layer Rootdia p-value
9810 C LFH <2mm - 2-5mm 0.04
9810 NS LFH <2mm - 2-5mm 0,02

4.5 Comparison of soil layers
Graphical comparisons are also possible to make between the mass loss within the treatments
between the humus and mineral soil layers. In this case the GLM procedure only showed that
1 of 24 possibilities has a significant difference between the means, (Table 4.5.1). This
significant differences appears in 199710 for the NS treatment in root diameter <2mm.

Table 4.5.1: Significant p-values between the humus (LFH) and mineral (M) layer in the different sample
occasions in the control (C) and ammonium sulphate treatment (NS) for the different root diameter: less
than 2mm (<2mm) and 2-5mm.

Date Treat Layer Rootdia p-value
9710 NS LFH - M <2mm 0.01
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5 Discussion

5.1 Initial chemistry
The initial chemistry that was determined at the sampling of roots, on micro- and macro
elements, are a help to see the starting-point of the experiment, in chemical point of view. The
result from this gives an estimation of what has happened in the soil and the differences that
have appeared as a consequence of the addition of the ammonium sulphate, in comparison to
the control plots. The chemical composition varied both within the treatment, soil layer and
root diameter (Table 4.1.1). To investigate if there are any differences of the initial chemical
composition between the treatments are rather difficult, in some cases the control plot have
higher concentration of the elements and vice versa in some cases ammonium sulphate
treatment have higher concentration. What can be determined is that there are higher initial
concentrations of the elements in the mineral soil layer and in root diameter less than 2mm.
The amount of micro- and macronutrients would probably come to affect how the
decomposition of root litter is carried out.

The conclusion that can be made on how the concentration of micro- and macro element will
appear in the future, if the addition of ammonium sulphate continuous, is it that the amount of
nitrogen and sulphur are supposed to increase as a function of the yearly addition of
ammonium sulphate to the soil.

5.2 Effects of ammonium sulphate on decomposition
Ammonium sulphate is a major component of air pollutants, which are deposited over
widespread-forested areas in Europe (Schultze, 1989). Ammonium has a fertilising effect on
forest stands when nitrogen availability is limited, but a surplus of nitrogen represents a
potential stress factor which may lead to unbalanced nutrient supply (Aber et al., 1989;
Nihlgård, 1985). The relative amounts of nutrients together with initial lignin level are the
dominant factors for initial mass-loss rate for root litter systems (Berg 1984). The objectives
of the study were to statistically examine if addition of ammonium sulphate to the soil
affected the decomposition of root litter compared with areas that not had been supplied, the
control plots. To investigate how the decomposition of root litter is distributed in the data
material of this study, figures are made to visualise the mass loss between the treatments,
(Figure 4.2.1-4.3.2). With help from the figures it can be seen that the ammonium sulphate
treatment tends to have a higher mass loss than the control plot. The p-values that are
calculated from the data material with the Mann-Whitney test shows that there are significant
differences between the treatments, within the different soil layers and root diameter, when
time is not taken into consideration. When times of the sample occasions are taken into
consideration and p-values from the GLM procedure are calculated, it does not appear to be a
significant difference in all cases between the treatments.
When studying where in the data material these significant p-values appear they are in four
cases found in the mineral layer and in six cases found in the humus layer. This indicates that
there are larger differences between the control and ammonium sulphate treatments in the
humus layer than in the mineral layer. If the significant differences between root diameters is
studied the result correspond to that in four cases the p-values are significant in root diameter
less than 2 mm, and in six cases the p-values are significant in the root diameter 2-5mm. It
can therefore also be said that there are bigger differences between the control and ammonium
sulphate treatments in root diameter 2-5 mm than in root diameter of less than 2mm.
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It inclines to be that addition of ammonium sulphate affects the decomposition rate to be more
rapid in some cases, but it should be discussed why this appears. According to Fog (1988) the
increased mass loss in nitrogen and sulphur supplied areas can depend on several factors:
Nitrogen additions can result in more stable nitrogen containing substances, which becomes
fixed in the soil. Presence of inorganic nitrogen can suppress lignin decomposition; in this
case the ammonium ion suppress the lignolytic activity. Because lignin may stochiometrically
protect holocelluloses, a suppression of lignin decomposition may have a marked effects on
the overall decomposition rate (Berg and Ekbohm, 1991). The microbial community can
change after addition of N and S, which one the other hand affects the decomposition but also
the forest ecosystem in its entirety.
Other studies suggest that it is primarily the environment in which the substrate is
decomposing and not the internal quality that affects the decomposition of organic material, in
this case the conclusion is based on results from a study regarding spruce needles (Berg and
Matzner, 1997; Nilsson et al., 2001). This leads to the theory that it is inorganic nitrogen per
se that may have a hampering effect on decomposition (Andrist, 2001).

Since nitrogen is considered to be the most limiting factor for growth in boreal and temperate
forest ecosystems (Tamm, 1991), an increased input of this macronutrient may enhance the
productivity at the sites with an initially low nitrogen status. This leads to a larger amount of
litter being produced and hence, an increased input of organic material to the soil system. If
the rate of decomposition is not affected, the amount of organic matter will increase in the soil
(Andrist, 2001). In this study the decomposition rate in the ammonium sulphate treatment
increased in some cases and for this conclusions can be drawn that larger amounts of litter is
produced as well as larger amount of organic material is supplied to the soil.

Another explanation for the variation in the decomposition rate is the consequence of that the
roots that were used may have the chemical composition of recently dead roots (Berg et al.,
1998) and represents different stages of the decomposition process. Fresh litters are very
different from older, partly decomposed litter in a chemical point of view, thus influencing the
rate-regulating factors and the microbial community. At the sampling occasion, when the
roots were collected for the first time, it could have been difficult to determine in what stage
of decomposition the root was. After the sampling all roots were killed, still the stage the
roots were in before sampling should come to affect the result. The estimates to make at
sampling of root are to separate them on the basis of colour, brittleness, structure of cortex or
bark and colour of stele or xylem (Vogt and Persson, 1991). If this is made, a correct
separation of dead and living roots should be achieved.

At a given site and climate, one should expect the mass loss rates of litter to be related
primarily to its chemical and physical properties. Under variable climatic conditions, climate
would have a large impact on the decomposition rates (Berg et al, 1993). The delivery of heat
and moisture by climate to the litter is a control of the decomposition rate. Drying and
precipitation cycles that occur under field conditions also stimulate decomposition of organic
matter in the soil (Van Veen and Kuickman, 1990). These climate conditions have not been
considered in this study and the effect of this can therefore not be estimated. Since the areas
are quite similar in their appearance and therefore probably been exposed to similar external
environmental factors, the exclusion of external factors should not be of large importance.
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5.3 Decomposition variations over time
When studying how the decomposition vary in time, within group with same treatment, layer
and root diameter, (Table 4.3.2) it is shown that the significant differences do not appear in
the initial stages of decomposition for the control plot, which have a rather low decomposition
rate in the first sampling occasions. Significant variations do not appear in those small
differences. The ammonium sulphate treatment does have a rapid decomposition rate from the
beginning, probably due to the supply of nutrients. Variations from one sample occasion to
another tend therefore to appear and a significant difference can be collected.

It can be said that decomposition of root litters in this study likely follows the model of litter
decomposition and chemical changes that were developed by Berg and Staaf in 1980. The
model divides the decomposition into two phases. In the early stage of decomposition the
climate and concentrations of major nutrients and water-solubles have a clear influence on the
decomposition rate. In the present study it can be related to the first sample occasions where
the decomposition rates are relatively high, (Table 4.3.1, Figure 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). The
microorganisms have large amounts of nutrients, in form of ammonium sulphate, and are
quickly decomposing the organic material. As decomposition proceeds the litter becomes
enriched, in among other components, lignin and nitrogen (Berg and Staaf, 1980). Earlier
studies have shown that as lignin concentration increase, during litter decomposition, the
decomposition rates are suppressed (Fogel and Cromack, 1977; Mc Claugherty and Berg,
1987). In the later phase of decomposition, the decomposition of litter is ruled by the lignin
concentration, which dominates over the influence of nutrients. In this case the decomposition
rate is decreased and is now not dependent on the supply of nutrients that the ammonium
sulphate gives, whereby the decomposition rate decreases. This phase can be found in the
present study in the later stages of decomposition when the decomposition is decreasing to be
almost equal to the control areas, (Figure 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). The lignin fraction reaches a
relatively steady level in the range of 45-51 percent, according to Berg, 1984. In this study the
steady level of decomposition occurs, slightly higher than proposed, at approximately 50-55
percent, (Figure 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).

According to Berg (1999) there are at least three factors that could contribute, alone or
together, to explain the limit-value phenomenon in the later phase of decomposition. These
factors can be; Variations in total concentrations of nutrients may result in varying
concentrations of available nutrients that would limit the growth or activity of microbial
decomposers, thereby limiting litter decomposition. The microorganisms that are required for
the succession to complete the decomposition process may not be present in the given
environment. And/or for one reason or another, populations of soil animals participating in the
mechanical breakdown of litter have reached a too low level (Berg 1999).

The later explanation that the microorganisms reach a too low level truly appears in this
study. In this case it could be due to that the amount of mychorriza species are affected in a
negative way of the high addition of ammonium sulphate. In 1995 Wallander suggested that a
surplus of nitrogen leads to that carbon is used to assimilate nitrogen, rather than to the
growth of fungus (Nilsson et al., 2001). Earlier studies made by, among others, Rühling and
Tyler (1991) showed that the production of fruit bodies, in a beech forest in southern Sweden,
ceases as a consequence of the supplied fertilizing, in this case were 60-80 kg N/ha supplied
each year. In this study the experimental area was supplied with 100kg nitrogen and 114kg
sulphur yearly, this amount is larger and should therefore give a more obvious effect on the
microorganisms. Earlier studies in Skogaby have also shown that the number of litter
consumers decreased in the ammonium sulphate treatments due to that the amount of litter
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increases. One explanation for this is that the litter consumer Cognettia sphagnetorum, which
contributes to a large part of the animal biomass, was sensitive to the ammonium sulphate
treatments in Skogaby. (Nilsson et al., 2001)

5.4 Decomposition between the different root diameters
An initial regulating factor for decomposition would be the root diameter. An additional
factor to consider when different kind of root diameters are used is that fungal mycelia will
take longer to penetrate the root with larger diameters than thinner ones (Berg 1984). The
results from this study indicate thou that there are no differences between the decomposition
rates between the root diameters within the treatments. In only two cases of 24 the differences
between the root diameters are significant, (Table 4.4.1). The explanation for this result is
difficult to set about; further studies could therefore be of interest.

5.5 Decomposition in the different soil layers
The figures, (Figure 4.2.1-4.3.2), made in the study indicated that there could be, a small but
thou visual, difference between the soil layers, but apparently the p-value from the result
reject this. From the results in this study there do not seem to be any differences between the
decomposition rates between the different soil layers within the treatments. In only one case
of 24 possibilities there appears a significant difference between the soil layers, (Table 4.5.1).
In all other case it cannot be determined to be a difference between the soil layers. From the
results of the study one can draw the conclusion that the soil layer do not seem to affect the
decomposition rate.
Due to that the soil layers did not seem to have a difference in decomposition of organic
matter, the large addition ammonium sulphate can have affected the soil. To predict the future
for Skogaby, one should have in mind that a prolonged enhanced nitrogen and sulphur charge
leads to unbalance between nutrients in the soil. One-sided deposition of nitrogen and sulphur
can cause ecosystems, which from the beginning were nitrogen limited to be limited on other
nutrients. In a long-term deposition, like in the Skogaby project, the addition also can come to
affect the soil structure. The unbalance of nutrients occurs thou first after a long time (Persson
and Nilsson, 2001). It can therefore be difficult to predict the outcome of addition of
ammonium sulphate in a short-term perspective.

5.6 Carbon mineralisation
High nitrogen concentrations are correlated with high decomposition rates and a high carbon
mineralisation in fresh litters, which leads to that the carbon mineralisation rate increases
(Person et al., 2000). This allows further nitrogen-rich litter to be more decomposed, but as
soon as the initial decomposition phase has passed, a low carbon mineralisation are associated
with high nitrogen concentrations (Person et al., 2000). Carbon mineralisation rate is
restricted not only by high concentrations of organic nitrogen in the substrate, but also by high
concentrations of inorganic nitrogen in the soil (Persson et al., 2000). In the present study the
results can be interpreted that the high addition of nitrogen has lead to a larger amount of
carbon are mineralised in the soil in the initial phase of the sample occasions, than in those
plots that not have been supplied with ammonium sulphate. It is likely that in the later phase
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of the decomposition, when the decomposition rates are decreasing, also the carbon
mineralisation is decreasing. Compared with litter decomposition above ground it is likely
that the carbon mineralisation is lower below ground due to that the carbon mineralisation rate
are higher in the litter layer and decreases with increasing soil depth, in both coniferous and
broadleaf stands (Persson et al., 2000). According to this is it likely that the carbon
mineralisation in the mineral layer is higher than in the humus layer.

5.7 Previous results on litter fall
Earlier studies from the Skogaby project on how addition of ammonium sulphate affects the
decomposition on litter fall have shown that the decomposition of needle litter have lower
mass loss in the ammonium sulphate treatment, than in the control plots (Nilsson et al., 2001).
After 2-4 years after the experiment had started the ammonium sulphate treatment had a
higher decomposition rate than the control plot (Nilsson et al., 2001). The conclusion from the
study is that high amounts of ammonium and nitrate affect the decomposition in a negative
way; by for example inhibit the lignin decomposing fungi (Fog, 1988). The results from this
study of root litter, is quite contrary to what has come to conclusion from the study of needle
litter. The decomposition of roots are affected in a positive way, through that the mass loss are
very high in the initial phases of decomposition in areas were ammonium sulphate are added.

The interpretation of this result can be that decomposers above ground have larger amounts of
organic material obtainable and are on the first hand not concentrated on decomposing
needles, but on other products to decompose, such as leaves and branches. In this case it is
possible that the decomposition of leaves and branches also are increasing in the ammonium
sulphate treatment. When the amount of organic material, in form of leaves and branches,
decreases the decomposers have to choose to start decomposing the needles. This is truly to
occur 2-4 years after the initial phase. In the decomposition below ground the microorganisms
have not that large possibility to choose what kind of organic material to decompose,
therefore they have to choose roots, whereupon the decomposition rate becomes rapid. This
can also be related to the high decomposition rates in the mineral soil layer compared to the
humus soil layer (Figure 4.3.1).

5.8 Extrapolation
When extrapolating the results from this study on how the treatment of ammonium sulphate
affects the decomposition of roots, from the conclusions drawn it should be kept in mind that
this treatment is extreme in a Swedish perspective of deposition of air pollutants. The amount
of the supplied ammonium sulphate is extremely high according to what is happening in real
nature in Scandinavia when acidificational matters deposits from the air. The results from this
study can therefore be difficult to extrapolate and predict how the biological processes in the
ecosystem would react on a continuous high deposition of nitrogen and sulphur. The results
from this study can thou give us a hint and help us in the future to understand these kinds of
biological processes. It should be kept in mind that the amounts of ammonium sulphate, used
in the study, are not that extreme if one compare it with the deposition in some parts of
Europe for example in the Netherlands and Belgium (De Schrijver et al., 2000)
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5.9 Methods
When reflecting on how the method for the root sampling was made in this study it ought to
be considered how the ecosystem in its entirely have been affected on the regular disturbance
in the soil. The mechanical disturbance and mixing of the soil twice a year can in some extent
be held responsible for disturbing the forest ecosystem and therefore not produce results that
would have appear in a natural formed litter in an ecosystem without anthropogenic influence.
In what extension the results have been affected by the sampling of roots are difficult to
estimate. To get a complete lifelike study is nearly impossible when one handle with study
areas that are being exposed to mechanical disturbance, but the results from the study can give
hint about how the decomposition of natural formed root litter is carried out.
The methods used in this study for determine the mass loss of the roots is the most common in
practice. To use an alternative for the methods in this study were therefore not of current
interest. It could thou be an advantage to use an alternative soil sampling method to this one
used in the study, the classical horizontal litterbag method, in this case it could be the vertical
core method (Tupacz and Day, 1989). The benefit of the core method is that it causes a
minimal disturbance to the soil horizons (Tupacz and Day, 1989).

5.10 Statistics
Most of the statistic calculations in this study are made with the General Linear Model (GLM)
procedure, except from the Mann-Whitney test that have been made between the control and
ammonium sulphate treatments within the different groups of soil layers and root diameters.
The GLM procedure is a parametric test that assumes equal variance and normal distribution.
The data from this study are not normal distributed and have not equal variance, (Figure 4.2.1
and 4.2.2). This can come to affect the results from the study in a negative way. Significant
differences can be carried out when the results not ought to show a significant difference. In
what extent this occurs is thou difficult to estimate. There are two possible approaches to
make a non-parametric alternative to the GLM procedure (Hesel and Hirsch, 1993). The first
is a class of tests, which include the Kruskal-Wallis and Friedman’s test as the simpler cases.
These tests do not allow for interactions between factors, the test reformat the multiple factors
into two factors, one the factor being tested, and the other the collection of all other treatment
groups for all remaining factors. The data are then ranked within treatment groups for
analysis. The second procedure is a rank transformation test. All data are ranked from 1 to N
samples, and an ANOVA is computed on the ranks. This procedure is far more robust to
departures from the assumptions of normality and constant variance than is in an ANOVA on
the original data. The test determines weather the mean rank differs between the treatment
groups, rather than the mean. The mean rank, in this case, is interpreted as an estimate of the
median. Multiple comparison procedures on the mean ranks can then differentiate which
groups differ from others. A rank transformation test as an alternative to the GLM should be
of interest because of that the mean rank is used, the mass loss of the root litter data in this
study differs in large scale, (Figure 4.2.1 and 4.2.2), and the calculated means can therefore be
misleading. This test was thou not used because program software were not available. The
Mann-Whitney tests that were executed in the study, though not with the time and sample
occasions taken into account, gave a similar result as the GLM procedure, the results would
therefore not be that deceptive.
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6 Conclusions
The aim of this study was to investigate how decomposition of organic matter, in this case
roots, is affected by addition of ammonium sulphate. The conclusion that can be drawn by this
study is that the addition of ammonium sulphate, under certain conditions depending on root
diameter and soil layer, comes to affect the decomposition of root litter. The addition of
ammonium sulphate seems to have a positive effect on the decomposition in the initial phase,
for then come to decrease in the later phases to be similar to the control plots. It can also be
determined that decomposition does not seem to vary within treatment with regards to root
diameter and soil layer. Regarding the question about how carbon mineralisation is affected
by addition of ammonium sulphate, it is probable that the addition would come to increase the
mineralisation in the initial phases of the decomposition, compared with the control areas.
This study gives a hint about how the forest ecosystem below ground is affected by large
addition of ammonium sulphate. In a long term perspective it ought to be consider that large
scaled addition of external influences should come to affect the whole ecosystem and damage
the natural balance. It should therefore be of importance to decrease the anthropogenic
influences to the environment in all levels; air, water and soil.
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